














• Levels of data processing and their effects on               
scientific metadata  
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strategies
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information—
Metadata.
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Remote  ensing 
Metadata






































C d f hi C diti l d O ti l l tore meta ata  or geograp c 
datasets: ISO 19115 • Additional extent information for the dataset (vertical and temporal) (O)
D t t h t t (C)
on ona  an  p ona  e emen s:
• Abstract describing the dataset
• Dataset language
• a ase  c arac er se  
• Dataset responsible party (O)
• Distribution format (O)





D t t t i t
• eograp c  ocat on o  t e  ataset 
• Lineage (O)
• Metadata file identifier (O)
M d d d (O)• a ase   op c ca egory 
• Metadata date stamp 
• Metadata point of contact
• eta ata stan ar  name 
• Metadata standard version (O)
• Metadata language (C)




C = Mandatory under certain 
conditions • Spatial representation type (O)
• Spatial resolution of the dataset (O)
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.
O = Optional elements








• Allow users to understand without ambiguity the             
geographic data and the related metadata provided 
by either the producer or the distributor 
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ISO 19115 Geographic information – Metadata. First edition. Geneva, Switzerland: ISO, 2003. p. 15
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T   f  i  
Rules for creating an 
ypes o extens ons
• Adding a new metadata section
• Creating a new metadata codelist
extension






definition or data type ofe emen s
• Adding a new metadata element
• Adding a new metadata entity
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ISO 19115 Geographic information – Metadata. First 
edition. Geneva, Switzerland: ISO, 2003. pp. 105-106.






E t d dx en e  
Elements
ISO 19115
From: FGDC. (2008). North American Profile Development for ISO
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19115 Geospatial Metadata.  http://www.fgdc.gov/training/nsdi-training-
program/materials/ISONAPDevelopment_20080331.ppt
LEVELS OF DATA PROCESSING AND         
THEIR EFFECTS ON SCIENTIFIC 
METADATA  
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referenced and annotated with ancillary information but not,          ,     
applied to the Level 0 data.
Level 1B Level 1A data that has been processed to sensor units. Not all
instruments will have a Level 1B equivalent            .
Level 2 Derived environmental variables (e.g., ocean wave height, soil 
moisture, ice concentration) at the same resolution and location as 
the Level 1 source data        .
Level 3 Variables mapped on uniform space‐time grid scales, usually with 
some completeness and consistency properties
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Level 4 Model output or results from analyses of lower‐level data
Bose, R. & Frew, J. (2005). Lineage retrieval for scientific data processing: A survey.  ACM Computing Surveys, 37(1), 1-28.






Data structures Tuple Set List Array Tree




               
Network
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existed as header 
of the data file
Level 2
Level 1B Common Data Format (CDF)
Fl ibl I T t S t (FITS)
Level 1A
Level 0
ex e mage ranspor  ys em 
GRid In Binary (GRIB)
Hierarchical Data Format (HDF)
Network Common Data Format (netCDF)
Major scientific data format
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– Spatial reference system used by the source data             
– Published references for the source data
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Lineage elements in ISO 19115       
DQ DataQuality LI Lineage
Either LI_Source or 














Either description or sourceExtent 
must be documented
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  . 
Lineage metadata example   
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Source: http://together.net/~bspatial/duck/data/pajrivsv.html#Data_Quality_Information
Lineage metadata example (cont’d)     
Source: http://together.net/~bspatial/duck/data/pajrivsv.html#Data_Quality_Information
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d t t ia a managemen   ssues
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Resource collections 
• Example: Hubbard Brook 
E S dcosystem  tu y 
(http://www.hubbardbrook.org) 
– One of the regional sites in the Long 
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Lineage vital to 
Some formats contain 
self-descriptive metadata
M d d dassessing data 
quality
eta ata stan ar s 
need to be adjusted for 
local description needs
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F d ibi d
• Discipline‐, community‐, and 
application‐bound
F d ll• ocus on  escr ng  ata 
products (datasets, data 
series, collections)   








d b• Not concerne  a out 
implementation
• Concerne  a out 
implementation in terms of 
costs, scalability, ease of use, etc.
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D t ti (
“little science,” 
“bi i ”ocumen a on user 
guide, readme, etc.) 
may contain lineage 
information Also
g sc ence





whether a metadata 
record should be
more likely to be the 
research collection 
type while “big 
science” data tends toSome format has self-
descriptive metadata 
and can be extracted 
   
created for what 
scope of the data
    
be the resource or 
reference collection 
type
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by computer program . 
Strategy: adapting standards Abstract describing the dataset (M)     
to local needs































• On‐line resource (O)
– Best practice guidelines 
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Institutional  Community  National  International 
Evolving and interconnecting –
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Th S i tifi D t Wh t th j t de  c en c  a a 
Literacy Project
• a   e pro ec   oes:
– Assessing the needs for scientific data 
literacy education through 









1) Create a Scientific Data Literacy – Evaluating the effectiveness of learning 
materials and pedagogy through 
outcome‐based evidence. 
           
(SDL) course 
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School of Information 
Studies
Syracuse University
Thank you! 
Questions?
